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Abstract. Nowadays growth of synthetic crystals is a very prospective direction of research 
activity. However, it is well known that in synthesized crystals there are still many defects and 
the main idea is to synthesize crystal of ideal form and structure. But in purpose to remove 
defects first you have to characterize them. This paper describes the method for the 
characterization of such defects and mainly concentrates on the problem of sample alig
procedure, offering the way to a

1. Method description 
The idea is to use combination of topography and tomography (topo
the white beam. 

1.1. Topography and tomography
In order to characterize defects X

some area of analyzed object in purpose to find the defects. It can be implemented with using of 
monochromatic or white beam. Tomography is 3D imaging of scanned ob
analyze it slice by slice. Combining those two methods allows not only find the defects, but presents 
them in 3D-view. In case of dislocations 
inside crystal. This method already was implemented with monochromatic beam [
work the white beam have been used.
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X-ray topography is a method of obtaining images of defects in crystals by X
is the non-destructive method for characterizing and monitoring of the real structure of the material. 
Due to its high sensitivity to defects in the crystal lattice, this method makes it possible to analyze 
sample of quite big thickness and area. The sensitivity 
in the crystal lattice connected with the local deformation of the lattice in the location of the defect, for 
example, dislocations. The reflection of the beam from the deformed region of the crystal is differ
from the reflection of the beam from perfect part of crystal. This difference allows finding the defects.

To get the diffraction, the Bragg condition (
when electromagnetic radiation or subatomic p
spacing’s are incident upon a crystalline sample, are scattered in a specular fashion by the atoms in the 
system, and undergo constructive interference in accordance to Bragg's law
the waves are scattered from lattice planes separated by the interplanar distance d.      

          

where n is an integer determined by the order given, and
is obtained by measuring the intensity of scattered waves as a function of scattering angle. Very strong 
intensities known as Bragg peaks are obtained in the diffraction pattern when scattered waves satisfy 
the Bragg condition. 

Tomography (Figure 2) is a generating o
large series of two-dimensional X
the end from tomographic reconstructions obtains 3D volume of object, which is possible to anal
slice by slice [4]. 

            

Figure 2. 
 
1.2. Principle of the method
In contrast to the monochromatic case, in which accurate sample adjustment is often necessary in 

order to reach diffraction conditions, the Bragg equation is always and automatically fulfilled in case 
of a white X-ray beam: whatever the angle at which the bea
always one wavelength in the incident
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in the crystal lattice connected with the local deformation of the lattice in the location of the defect, for 
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spectrum for which the Bragg angle is fulfilled just at this precise angle (on condition that the 
spectrum is wide enough). 

So, Bragg's law works in each rotation angle, it means that in each rotation angle possible to get 
2D-projection. But the problem is to adjust the orientation of the sample without any misalignments 
(Figure 3). Because if the sample is not aligned, the projections move during rot
allow 3D reconstruction. Misalignment in our case means that the diffraction normal to lattice plane of 
sample is not parallel to rotation axis. This is the main problem 
misalignments [5].  

To solve the problem was used the experimental setup. This setup allows adjusting position and 
orientation of the sample in the space. Setup consist of several main and important parts namely 
source of beam, tilts, which change the orientation of the sample and the detec
diffracted beam. Directions of position changing of sample for tilts 1 and 2 are shown on 
Directions of position changing of sample for tilts 3 and 4 are parallel and perpendicular, accordingly.

2. Simulation 

To simulate the position of diffracted beam on the detector the coordinates of hit has to be calculated. 
Necessary calculations were made in Wolfram Mathematic 8.0. 

2.1. Mathematical model 
For calculation were used following formulas and mathematical expressions: 
 
Tilts: rotation around 0y, angle 

0, φ	= 0; rotation around 0x, angle 

rotation around 0y, tilt 3 and R�
′ (
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Figure 4. Misalignments 

To simulate the position of diffracted beam on the detector the coordinates of hit has to be calculated. 
Necessary calculations were made in Wolfram Mathematic 8.0.  
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Misalignments includes in the system by random initialization of α and β. Such as: α = (a1-a2), 
where a1 is random part and a2 is adjustable part. β = (b1-b2), b1 –random, b2 – adjustable. The 
normal for the whole system:  

 
n = (R�(θ�).	R�(φ)).n

′      (3) 

where n′ – normal for tilts 1 and 2;  R� – matrix of rotation around 0y, tilt 1; R�– matrix of rotation 

around 0z, tilt 2. Diffracted beam: 
 

k� =	k� − 2n(k�. n)                    (4) 
 
Then from X, Y and Z components of diffracted beam S-parameter and hit coordinates can be 

calculated:  
  

S =
�

���
             (5) 

 
d – distance to the detector; X = S × k�� - X coordinate of hit; Y = S × k�� - Y coordinate of hit. 

On the figure 5 presented a user interface, which is simulating the experimental adjusting 
procedure. The green point is the diffracted beam, the white field is the detector, the scale bars are in 
cm. By changing of α and β angles user can change incline orientations of the sample. By changing of 
angle	φ changes the rotation angle. Changing of θ� angle allows changing Bragg angle. Also it 

possible to change position of detector by adjusting of X’ and Y’ coordinates in detector CS. 
Corresponding script is presented in figure 6. 

 
Figure 5. Simulation interface 
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α=alpha; (*Tilt angle*) 
β=beta; (*Tilt angle*) 
ϕ=phi; (*Rotation angle*) 
Subscript[θ, y]=theta; (*Tilt angle*) 
d=10; (*Distance to the detector*) 
Subscript[k, 0]={1,0,0}; (*Initial beam*) 
Print[Style["Source beam:",Blue, 14]] 
Print["Subscript[k, 0]=",MatrixForm[Subscript[k, 0]]] 
Ry1={{1,0,0},{0,Cos[α],-Sin[α]},{0,Sin[α],Cos[α]}}; (*Matrix of rotation aroung Ox for tilt #4*) 
Rx1={{Cos[β],0,Sin[β]},{0,1,0},{-Sin[β],0,Cos[β]}}; (*Matrix of rotation around Oy for tilt #3*) 
Print[Style["Matrix of rotation around 0x for tilt 4:",Blue, 14]] 
Print["Subscript[R^', x]=",MatrixForm[Ry1]]   
Print[Style["Matrix of rotation around 0y for tilt 3:",Blue, 14]] 
Print["Subscript[R^', y]=",MatrixForm[Rx1]] 
n2={0,0,1}; 
n=(Ry1.Rx1).n2; (*Normal n^'*) 
Print[Style["Normal for system of tilts 3 and 4:",Blue, 14]] 
Print["Normal n=",MatrixForm[n]] 
Rz={{Cos[ϕ],-Sin[ϕ],0},{Sin[ϕ],Cos[ϕ],0},{0,0,1}};  (*Matrix of rotation around Oz for tilt #2*) 
Print[Style["Matrix of rotation around 0z for tilt 2:",Blue, 14]] 
Print["Subscript[R, z]=",MatrixForm[Rz]] 
Ry={{Cos[Subscript[θ, y]],0,-Sin[Subscript[θ, y]]},{0,1,0},{Sin[Subscript[θ, y]],0,Cos[Subscript[θ, 
y]]}};  (*Matrix of rotation around Oy for tilt #1*) 
Print[Style["Matrix of rotation around 0y for tilt 1:",Blue, 14]] 
Print["Subscript[R, y]=",MatrixForm[Ry]] 
Subscript[n, L]=(Ry.Rz).n; (*Normal n*) 
Print[Style["Normal for whole system:",Blue, 14]] 
Print["Subscript[n, L]=",MatrixForm[Subscript[n, L]]] 
Subscript[k, n]=Subscript[k, 0]-2 Subscript[n, L] (Subscript[k, 0].Subscript[n, L]); (*Diffracted 
beam*) 
Print[Style["Diffracted beam:",Blue, 14]] 
Print["Subscript[k, n]=",MatrixForm[Subscript[k, n]]] 
Print[Style["Components of diffracted beam:",Blue, 14]] 
Print["X-component Subscript[k^x, n]=",Subscript[k^x, n]=Subscript[k, n][[1]]]; (*X component of 
diffracted beam*) 
Print["Y-component Subscript[k^y, n]",Subscript[k^y, n]=Subscript[k, n][[2]]]; (*Y component of 
diffracted beam*) 
Print["Z-component Subscript[k^z, n]=",Subscript[k^z, n]=Subscript[k, n][[3]]]; (*Z component of 
diffracted beam*) 
Print["Parameter s=",s=d/Subscript[k^x, n]]; (*Parameter S*)(*Coordinates of hit*) 
Print[Style["Hit coordinates:",Blue, 14]] 
Subscript[d, x]=s Subscript[k^y, n]; (*X coordinate*) 
Subscript[d, y]=s Subscript[k^z, n]; (*Y coordinate*) 
Print["X=",FullSimplify[Subscript[d, x]]];  
Print["Y=",FullSimplify[Subscript[d, y]]]; 
(*Random missalignment angles*) 
a12=RandomReal[{-10,10}]; 
a1=a12*Pi/180; 
b12=RandomReal[{-10,10}]; 
b1=b12*Pi/180; 
(*ρ=ϕ, a2=α, b2=β, σ=θ*) 
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(*X coordinate function*) 
X[ρ_,a2_,b2_,σ_]:=-((20 (-Cos[b1
Sin[b1-b2]+Cos[b1-b2] (Cos[σ] Sin[a1
b2]+Cos[b1-b2] (Cos[σ] Sin[a1-a2] Sin[
(*Y coordinate function*) 
Y[ρ_,a2_,b2_,σ_]:=-((20 (Cos[a1
a2] Sin[ρ]) Sin[σ]) (Cos[ρ] Cos[σ
Sin[σ])))/(1-2 (Cos[ρ] Cos[σ] Sin[b1
Sin[σ]))^2));   
Manipulate[Graphics[{PointSize
x,Y[ρ*Pi/180,a2*Pi/180,b2*Pi/180,
>{0,0}, PlotRange-> {{
90,90,.1},{{ρ,0,"Φ"},0,360,90},{{

Figure 6. The script of the simulation of the alignment procedure

3. Conclusion 
Since the method is a combination of topography and tomography, the alignment procedure aims to 
fulfil two conditions. First, Bragg's law has to work for each tomographic rotation angle of the 
mounted sample with a fixed Bragg angle
white beam Bragg’s law is always fulfilled. The second conditions requirement of tomography, 
because to reconstruct the 3D volume of the sample, the image on the detector has to stay in the same 
position for all view angles of the sample.

Using slits the beam size was reduced so that diffracted beam can be displayed on the detector as a 
point. Misalignments can be neutralized by changing of incline orientation of the sample. It is possible 
to check by changing of rotation 
not cause changes in the hit coordinates on the detector. It was reached by turning always +/
trying to make the diffracted beam (point) stay at the same position on the detecto
operation was repeated for the 90° rotated case. And then back and iteratively the adjustment is 
improved. Developed algorithm was tested at the ANKA synchrotron facility [

 

 

 

Cos[b1-b2] Cos[ρ] Sin[a1-a2]+Sin[b1-b2] Sin[ρ]) (Cos[
] Sin[a1-a2] Sin[ρ]-Cos[a1-a2] Sin[σ])))/(1-2 (Cos[

a2] Sin[ρ]-Cos[a1-a2] Sin[σ]))^2));  

((20 (Cos[a1-a2] Cos[b1-b2] Cos[σ]+(Cos[ρ] Sin[b1-b2]+Cos[b1
σ] Sin[b1-b2]+Cos[b1-b2] (Cos[σ] Sin[a1-a2] Sin[

] Sin[b1-b2]+Cos[b1-b2] (Cos[σ] Sin[a1-a2] Sin[ρ]-Cos[a1

Manipulate[Graphics[{PointSize->Large,Green,Point[{X[ρ*Pi/180,a2*Pi/180,b2*Pi/180,
*Pi/180,a2*Pi/180,b2*Pi/180,σ*Pi/180]-y(*-d*Tan[(Pi/90)σ]*)}]},Axes->True,AxesOrigin

> {{-1,1},{-1,1}}],{{a2,0,"α"},-90,90,.1},{{b2,0,"
"},0,360,90},{{σ,0,"Θ"},0,20,1},{{x,0,"X'"},-5,5,.1},{{y,0,"Y'"},0,10,.1}]

The script of the simulation of the alignment procedure

Since the method is a combination of topography and tomography, the alignment procedure aims to 
two conditions. First, Bragg's law has to work for each tomographic rotation angle of the 

mounted sample with a fixed Bragg angle (Figure 7). This is complicated by the fact that by using 
white beam Bragg’s law is always fulfilled. The second conditions requirement of tomography, 
because to reconstruct the 3D volume of the sample, the image on the detector has to stay in the same 

es of the sample. 
Using slits the beam size was reduced so that diffracted beam can be displayed on the detector as a 

point. Misalignments can be neutralized by changing of incline orientation of the sample. It is possible 
to check by changing of rotation angle. If there are no misalignments changing of rotation angle will 
not cause changes in the hit coordinates on the detector. It was reached by turning always +/
trying to make the diffracted beam (point) stay at the same position on the detecto
operation was repeated for the 90° rotated case. And then back and iteratively the adjustment is 
improved. Developed algorithm was tested at the ANKA synchrotron facility [6]. 

 
Figure 7. Alignment procedure 
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The script of the simulation of the alignment procedure 

Since the method is a combination of topography and tomography, the alignment procedure aims to 
two conditions. First, Bragg's law has to work for each tomographic rotation angle of the 

plicated by the fact that by using 
white beam Bragg’s law is always fulfilled. The second conditions requirement of tomography, 
because to reconstruct the 3D volume of the sample, the image on the detector has to stay in the same 

Using slits the beam size was reduced so that diffracted beam can be displayed on the detector as a 
point. Misalignments can be neutralized by changing of incline orientation of the sample. It is possible 

angle. If there are no misalignments changing of rotation angle will 
not cause changes in the hit coordinates on the detector. It was reached by turning always +/- 180° and 
trying to make the diffracted beam (point) stay at the same position on the detector, then the same 
operation was repeated for the 90° rotated case. And then back and iteratively the adjustment is 
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